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1982 LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT 1997

ON THE COVER: THE MANY TEXTURES OF A WELL-DESIGNED LANDSCAPE ARE FOUND IN THIS HOME GARDEN.
PHOTO BY LARRY LEFEVER FROM GRANT HEILMAN.
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FEATURES

22 COVER STORY:
EMPLOYEES ARE ASSETS
In fact, they're your best and biggest assets, suggests this business owner.
So give them ways to grow.
JON EWING

26 LM REPORTS: SEEDERS
Decisions you make before you begin a turfgrass seeding project will determine your success.

28 COOL-SEASON INSECT CONTROL
Monitoring, field diagnosis tips and control product suggestions.
J. KEVIN MATHIAS, PH.D.

32 WARM-SEASON INSECT CONTROL
Weather plays a role in which pests you will see, where they are found, and in what numbers.
R. L. BRANDENBURG, PH.D.

37 INSECT CONTROL IN ORNAMENTALS
Lay out an effective battle plan before insects reach crisis levels.
TIMOTHY ABBEY

42 REVIVE SOIL IN WARM-SEASON CHANGE-OUTS
Evaluate planting conditions before you rush into change-outs in warm-season soils.
LEAH ROTTKE

49 LANDSCAPE VEHICLES: MUST HAVES FOR EFFICIENCY
A look at the leading truck offerings for 1997, and some of the utility vehicles available to professional landscape managers.
ARTHUR FLAX